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Evaluation questionnaire on the quality of the M-Easy training course
Dear participant of the M-Easy training course,
we are really keen to get your feedback and would be grateful if you would spend a few minutes
completing this questionnaire to help us evaluate and improve the M-Easy training course we
offer! Your comments or any other suggestions would also be welcomed.
Your answers will remain anonymous, so we encourage you to be as open as possible.
1. If you think about the M-Easy training course you have participated in and the apps and learning
offers you have used, have you …
…personally benefited
from taking a part?

…learned something new?

…been motivated to learn
more in the future?

 to a great extent
 somewhat
 very little
 not at all
 to a great extent
 somewhat
 very little
 not at all
 to a great extent
 somewhat
 very little
 not at all

2. Do you plan to use your new knowledge/skills/ideas in the future?
 to a great extent

 somewhat

 very little

 not at all

3. What did you gain from participating in the M-Easy training course? (Please circle up to five
answers that you consider most suitable):
a. My knowledge about maths has increased.
b. My mathematical skills have improved
c. My self-confidence has increased.
d. I have improved my ability to work with tablets/ mobile phones.
e. I feel more motivated now to think about or try things in a new way.
f.

I have made new acquaintances/ friends.
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g.

I was inspired to enrol in another educational activities (seminars, training courses).
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h. Other – Please specify: __________________________________________
Pro
4. Do you agree with these statements?
strongly
agree



agree

undecided

disagree







strongly
disagree



I enjoyed taking part in the M-Easy training
course.











My expectations were met.











The M-Easy training course programme
included lots of useful content for me.











The M-Easy course trainer/facilitator
supported me sufficiently.











There was enough time for me to discuss and
learn.











I will be able to directly apply a lot of the
things I learned in everyday life.











The assessment tool was useful for selfassessment of my mathematical skills.











excellent

good

average

poor









extremely
poor

the overall quality of the M-Easy training
course?











the information provided before the M-Easy
training course?











the location of the face to face meetings?











5. How would you rate …
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excellent



extremely
good
poor
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poor


Pro







the dates and duration of the M-Easy training
course?











the scope and complexity of questions of the
assessment tool?











usefulness of the e-Directory of existing
mobile apps?









































the video instructions on how to use the MEasy Apps (The Set of problem-oriented Mobile Apps for
Mathematical skills development)?











the clarity/ usefulness of the Learners'
Guide?











the usefulness of the Learner’s Support
Corner?











tasks of the M-Easy apps (The Set of problemoriented Mobile Apps for Mathematical skills development)?

design of the M-Easy Apps (The Set of problemoriented Mobile Apps for Mathematical skills development)?

the correspondence of M-Easy apps (The Set of
problem-oriented Mobile Apps for Mathematical skills
development)

with the real-life situations?

6. What did you like best about the M-Easy training course?

7. Further comments
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